I. INTRODUCTION
Classification is the task of data mining to make a group of data that are similar to each other placed in similar class. The Instance Based classifier is a machine learning method that classifies new unseen data by comparing them to those all ready seen in memory [1] . In machine learning and statistics, classification is used to identify the class or categories based on the data. On the basis of a training set of data containing instances class is described. In the terminology of machine learning [2] , classification is considered an instance of supervised learning, where training set classify the instances on basis of trained set or by any other method.
There are various types of Instance Based classifier such as KNN, IBL (Instance Based learning IB1, IB2, IBK, K-star). IBL algorithms are mostly used in domain specific system and industrial applications like ALFA [3] . IBL algorithms are derived from the nearest neighbor (KNN) pattern classifier [4] but the KNN requires more space and time as compared to IBL algorithms shown in different literatures. Instance Based learner stores all the training examples when seeing a new instance it look at most similar store instance and make prediction on the basis of those instances. The classical example of IBL is K nearest neighbor. It finds K most similar instances and gives most frequent class or means target value as prediction the proposal work using Table I , data for predicting eye state. The advantages of IBL are fast learning  Manuscript received March 2, 2015; revised June 3, 2015 . This research is supported by the National Institute of Technology, Raipur, India and many thanks to WEKA machine learning group as well as Rosler and Suendermann from Baden-Wuerttenberg Cooperative State University (DHBW), Stuttgart, Germany for providing EEG Corpus.
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(just storing the instances) and no information is last all the instances are kept. IBL is a lazy learner. Lazy learning is kind of novel machine learning method based on statistical learning theory which based on memory learning strategy [5] .
A common data mining task is the estimation of similarity among instances. A similarity measure measures relationship between pair of instances [5] . The IBL is uses the similarity functions as:
The instances is described by attributes, it is defined by numeric value attributes and f(x i , y i ) = (x i ≠ y i ) for Boolean like IB1, IB2, IBK, and K-star are well known Instance Based Classifier.
The next step for IBL is a feature selection and it is also known as variable selection, attribute selection or variable subset selection. It is the process of selecting a subset of relevant feature for model construction. Feature selection techniques are a subset of feature extraction. Feature extraction creates new feature from the original feature whereas feature selection is a process of selecting subset of the features which are used to classify the class on basis of instances of data found in dataset.
In proposed paper, classification is based on all feature space extracted from electrode position. Further extension of proposed work is to regenerate new features from this electrode time series data then find optimal feature selection for better classification. In experiment various classifier algorithms are used and classification accuracy is compared with different parameters .Here classification algorithms like Tree based, Naivebayes, Rule based, and Meta classifier are used for classification of eye state weather eye is closed or open.
II. ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHYSYSTEM (EEG)
The EEG is a kind of machine which produces a graph measurement of brain waves known as Electroencephalography [7] . It is most often used to diagnose epilepsy, sleep disorders, coma, encephalopathies, and brain death which cause abnormalities in EEG readings [8] . It is first-line method of diagnosis for tumors, stroke and other focal brain disorders [9] . There are various spatial resolution of EEG systems like 10/20, 10/10, 10/5 systems as relative had surface based positioning system. The international 10/20 system a standard system for electrode positioning with 21 electrodes extended to higher density electrode such as 10/10 and 10/5 systems allowing more than 300 electrode positions [10] . Emotive headset is a device which gives the value at each instance shown in Fig. 1 . The system involves hooking up several pairs of electrodes on patient head (16 electrode named as F7, F3, F4, FC6, T8,  P8,O2,CMS as eye open state and AF3, AF4, FC5, F8, T7 , P7, O1 DRL as eye closed state) shown in Fig. 2 . These electrodes are disc that conducts electrical activity and captures it from brain and convert it out through a wire to a machine that amplifies the signal [11] . Our brain works every time even sleeping, so the electrical current even passes when we are sleeping. Brain waves a usually slowest during sleep. The proposed work is applicable for finding eye state classification in the area of infant sleep walking state identification [12] , driving drowsiness detection [13] , epileptic seizure detection [14] , classification of bipolar mood disorder (BMD) and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) patients [15] , stress features identification [16] , human eye blinking detection [17] .
III. DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET . Outliers in statistics observation point which is different than other observation points [18] . It shows experimental error due to variability in measurement of dataset so removal of outliers is required [18] . After Outlier selection the corpus consists of 14977 instances, three instances with the numbers 899, 10387, and 11510 having obvious errors i.e. outliers. The instances are stored in the corpus and ordered as to analyze temporal dependency 8255(55.12%) instances of the corpus corresponds to the eye open and 6722(44.88%) instances to the eye closed. The corpus is taken from the link [19] , and it was donated by Rosler's and Suendermann from Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University (DHBW), Stuttgart, Germany [19] . The output of the corpus, -1‖ indicates the eye-closed and -0‖ the eye-open. [19] . The output of the corpus, -1‖ indicates the eye-closed and -0‖ the eye-open. 
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW ON DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS
An algorithm that implements classification, especially in a concrete implementation, is known as a classifier. The term "classifier" sometimes also refers to the mathematical function, implemented by a classification algorithm, which maps input data to a category. Description of different classifier used for experiment in this work.
J48: J48 is a classifier using divide and conquer strategy for decision making [20] . Divide and conquer strategy is solved by recursive procedure or recursive tree procedure based on this; it will create desiccation tree for classification of eye state whether it is open or closed. A decision tree helps decision support system and it uses tree like structure. It is used to learn a classification function it requires dependant variable and independent variable for classification [21] . Decision tree have many advantages over other classification algorithms because it is having ability to work with variety of input data types (nominal scale, numeric scale and textual data) this classifier is tested using weka. The performance of this classifier is 83.2415% for current corpus.
Decision Stump: It is a one type of machine learning model. It is the simplest form of weak classifier because the decision tree with a single node only for decision making, so that this classifier is known as decision stump. The advantage of this classifier is its simplicity. The proposed article used decision stump to compare the classification accuracy with others and found that it is not good classifier for eye state classification [22] . The eye state classification accuracy is found 59.4058%.
Random Forest: Random forests (RF) are a classification algorithm that uses an ensemble method [23] . It is also using tree like structure for decision making and performing aggregates on it. Randomness is completed with two steps Random Tree: Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler introduced random tree classification algorithm. The beauty of this algorithm is that it works with both regression and classification problems. Random tree doesn't require accuracy estimator [25] . Random decision tree algorithm built multiple decision trees randomly. Eye state classification accuracy computed by this algorithm is 81.2886%.
REP tree: Rep tree is also known as regression tree representative. It uses linked based feature, it can be used to model functions and predicted value of each point. It also creates multiple trees in different iterations [26] . Eye state classification accuracy computed by this algorithm is 82.5572%.
Naivebayes: This method is oldest method for classification it is using probability theory for classification process. It is a supervised type of learning algorithm and literature said that it is extremely fast as compare to sophisticated methods. Article founds the accuracy of eye state classification is 62.861% and it is very less as compare to most of the classifier used in classification.
AdaBoost: It is an idea to combine relatively weak and inaccurate rules. The initial requirement of ada boost is first enough training samples second good fit to training samples and third is it should be simple [27] . The accuracy computed by this algorithm is 68.3692%.
Bagging: It is a procedure of combining different decision making samples and learning algorithms with one frame. The training data is divided into -n‖ number of samples and giving different learning algorithms to each sample than the new classification comes after combining all learning rules and classifier to create a new combine classifier is known as bagging because in its bag -n‖ number classifier. SMO: Sequential minimal optimization (SMO) is an algorithm used to solve the quadratic programming problem which arises during training of support vector machine [29] . It is divided into sub problems and solved analytically. Accuracy founds by this classifier is very less compare to other classifier i.e. 65.1811%.
This uses the instance based classifier (K*) based on statistic of data and nature of data spread over the corpus found it is best among other classifier the result of this present in literature is best in Instance based classifier compare to other classifier [30] . Table II shows the result of different classifiers which includes TP Rate, FP Rate, Precision, Recall, F-measure, ROC curve, Accuracy and Error Rate.
A. Experiment
In proposed work the EEG dataset for experiment is taken and the process diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . After data extraction outlier detection is performed for purifying the extracted data from different electrode positions. After this feature estimation is completed, only 14 features are selected from all features.
Then it performs feature classification based on different types of classifier such as Tree based, Meta based, Bayesian based, Function based etc. The various statically measures for classifier is evaluated and different measure like TP Rate, FP Rate, Precision, Recall, F-measure, ROC area are calculated first is bootstrap sample construct for each tree than tree split for best branch selection [24] . The article founds the accuracy of eye state classification is 89.272%. Its performance is better than Naivebayes, ada boost, baging, etc. and lower than instance based classifier. and listed it in Table II .Accuracy of Instance Based classifier is compared with other classifier and it is shown in Fig. 4 
Recall = TP / (TP + FN)
where TP is True positive FN is False Negative. F-measure: It is harmonic mean between Precision and Recall and also known as F-score. It considers both the precision and the recall of the test to compute the score: precision is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of all positive results, and recall is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of positive results that should have been returned. The F-score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall [31] . [32] ROC curve (Receiver Operating Characteristic curve): In statistics, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC), or ROC curve, is a graphical plot that illustrates the performance of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. The curve is created by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate at various threshold settings. It is a 2D curve parameterized by one parameter of the classification algorithm. In a ROC curve the TP rate (sensitivity) is plotted in function of FP rate for different cut-off points of parameter [33] . The ROC is also known as a relative operating characteristic curve, because it is a comparison of two operating characteristics (TPR and FPR) as the criterion changes [33] . The proposed article experiment or method for classifying the binary class data of eye detection whether eye is close or open with the help of different classifier and the steps of the process is given below stepwise. Basically the classification has been done by the -weka‖ machine learning tool and the results has been shown in table and by the accuracy rate the best classifier for the eye state classification is declared in this proposed article.
Step wise description for classifying eye state (open or close)
Step 1: Take input as Corpus.
Step 2: Data preprocess as Outliers present in corpus and removal from corpus.
Step 3: Create three sets training, testing, validation.
Step 4: 15 features had been selected 14 electrodes value and 1 class as eye detection (open or close).
Step 5: Classify the train data with tested data by different classifiers 1) IB1 2) IBK=2 3) IBK=3 4) IBK=4 5) IBK=5 6) J48 7) Decision Stump 8) Random Forest 9) Random Tree 10) REPtree 11) Naivebayes 12) AdaBoost Step 6: Store the Results of different classifier.
Step 7: Based on Accuracy rate best classifier is declared for eye state detection (open or close).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, IB classifier accuracy is compared with different classifier. KNN (K-nearest neighbor) is also a instance based classifier but the space requirement is very large for this classifier.IBK is a K instance based classifier used in this EEG corpus, the value of K=3 gives better result among value of 2, 3, 4 and 5 and it shows it is best classifier among trees based, lazy classifier, Rules based, meta based, bayes based, functions based classifier.IBL accuracy is 94.5%. So the instance based classifier is better choice to predict whether the Eye State is open or closed.
